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 And in this beautiful, uplifting book of real talk and genuine truth, Brave Girls Club founder Melody
Ross makes a compelling case to make the choice for happiness.Each day and every minute, we
bother making a choice. In Choose Happy, Melody speaks soul-to-soul, with the profound and joyful
message to create choices with this bravest, strongest selves. Famous worldwide on her behalf
gorgeous trademark artwork, Melody Ross has become just as beloved on her behalf very
personal tone of voice, the voice of anyone who has earned existence's wisdom the hard way, and
offers learned to treasure its joys even more.  Choose Happy is something special for yourself and
for anyone you love who is facing transition and switch, struggling through the solid of it, or looking
forward with dreams and hopes.
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! This is an excellent book filled with important life lessons.Melody Ross includes a beautiful method
with phrases and her art on every web page makes this book even more special.Melody Ross and
her sister Kathy, through their function in Brave Girls Golf club have done such a wonderful job of
trying and supporting women which book is full of more wise and wonderful guidance about living
our dreams,spreading our wings and Choosing Happy!It's a great price and a book with a note that
remains with you.Purchase one for yourself and something for a friend. A lovely, sweet book This
beautiful, sweet book is filled up with gentle reminders to care for myself, make my dreams come
true, "opt for the sweet flow rather than struggling against it. Melody Ross offers written a simple
guide to living one's best lifestyle. This book is for everyone, even if it has to be read to them. It is
such a comfort and ease, I am ordering a lot more for my family members so they can possess
these reminders when they're searching for comfort. The artwork provides dimension to the
communications conveyed and is truly a message in itself.! It is thus inspiring and you can't help but
be happy when you browse it This book is a TREASURE! I share it with my friends that it is
challenging growing up and ageing.! This book can make a wonderful graduation gift for a girl or
woman of any age group.!! It really is much more than simply a book. It is filled with simple yet
profound uplifting communications, from the inimitable heart of Melody Ross. It's message is so
incredibly important to most of us to understand and digest. And the great thing about it is usually
that I pick it up and simply read a few pages when I need a boost. It really is divided into eighteen
styles with a paragraph or two of wisdom for every theme.The gorgeous colorful artwork is a joy to
look at!!! Happy vibrant shades in Melody's exclusive boho chic style, again assisting the comforting
theme. It can help to lift you up on those rough days. You may be SO HAPPY to understand this
book. The art draws you in. I REALLY LIKE LOVE Like IT!!We will be better people for having browse
it.! I keep it taking a stand on my table as a reminder to 'choose happy' each day.Buy Two!! Five
Stars I really like this book - and also have gifted it to friends. A wonderfully inspiring and thoughtful
read. "Choose Happy" can be a delightfully illustrated love letter to all women and ladies- a reminder
of the items we may possess forgotten in the hustle and bustle of everyday lifestyle. It is so inspiring
and you also can't help but become happy when you read it. And it is taken to us with truth and
kindness.! This book is a wonderful gift. Such a striking cover This book is an excellent gift. Such a
gorgeous cover ...! I'm a Brave Girls enthusiast and Melody's phrases in this little book are such
important existence reminders for the good days And in addition those very difficult days. Five Stars
nice book. Add in her beautiful artwork and you have an ideal gift for yourself also to give to others.
Can't improve upon this!" It's a book of little like notes to me.! This is an instant read and a great
reminder for all girls young and old This is a quick read and a great reminder for all girls young and
old.! Be brave girls!
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